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ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURE AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Semester: II  Paper PGA.A.2.01

India Through Ages: Part II

Unit I: Empirical Growth  (15 Lectures)

2. Aspects of social and administrative structures.
3. Patterns of Religious development.
4. Political & Cultural History of the Northern India in Post Gupta Period

Unit II: Regional Configurations in the North, Central and East.  (10 Lectures)

1. Political History of Kashmir and the North-west.
2. Eastern Kingdoms
3. Political History of Central India.

Unit III: Regional Configurations in Deccan.  (10 Lectures)

1. Political History of the Deccan
3. Urban Process
Unit IV: Regional Configurations in the South (10 Lectures)

1. Political History of South India.
4. Historical Processes in Early Medieval South India.
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Facets Of Indian Art and Architecture

(60 Lectures)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: This paper is recommended to understand the artistic traditions which existed in India from the pre-historic period. This paper will help understand the impact of this traditional heritage on the cultural history of India.

Unit I: Traditions of Indian Art (10 Lectures)

a) Art and Culture.

b) Antecedents of Indic Civilization.

c) Facets of Harappan Civilization.

Unit II: Art of Early Historic India (4th B.C.E. to 3rd C.E) (20 Lectures)

a) Sculptural Art and Terracottas

b) Architectural Development

c) Foreign Influences on Indian Art
Unit III: Development of Cave Architecture (15 Lectures)

a) Buddhist Structural and Rock -Cut
b) Jain Structural and Rock -Cut
c) Brahmanical Structural and Rock -Cut

Unit IV: The Classical Art of Ancient India (15 Lectures)

a) Sculptural Art
b) Structural Monuments
c) Painting Traditions
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Semester II                                                                 PAPER PGA.A.2.03

Introduction to Buddhist Studies

Learning Objective: Buddhism’s holistic ideology lends itself to a very pragmatic approach in thought, living and philosophy. The innate essence of this thought process has lent itself to the global world. The attempt of this paper this Semester is to give a very basic idea about the relevance of this ideology in today’s world.

Unit I: Life and Teachings of Buddha (15 lectures)

a) Pali Literary Tradition
b) Sanskrit Literary Tradition
c) Tibetan Literary Tradition

Unit II: Buddhist Literature (15 lectures)

a) Introduction to Canonical Literature
b) Introduction to Commentaries
c) Introduction to Sanskrit Buddhist Literature

Unit III: Development of Buddhism in India and Beyond (15 lectures)
a) Introduction to Nikayas and Acharyakulas in Northern & Southern Buddhism.
b) The Contribution of Archaryas in the Spread of Buddhism.
c) Assimilative Nature of Buddhist Religion and Regional Variations in Buddhism as seen in South, South –East and East Asia

Unit IV: Buddhist Worldview (15 lectures)

a) Global World and Buddhism
b) Ecology and Buddhism
c) Contemporary Buddhism
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Maritime Heritage of Ancient India

(60 Lectures)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: This paper is recommended to understand the maritime tradition which existed in India from the proto-historic period. This paper will help understand the impact of this traditional heritage on the cultural history of India.

Unit I: Introduction to Indian Maritime Trade (15 Lectures)

a) Sources (Literary, Oral, Archaeological)

b) Trade Routes (Land and sea)

c) Satavahanas and Trade Guilds

Unit II: Maritime Trade in early India (15 Lectures)

d) Ports and Ship yards and types of ship on the western and the eastern coast of India. (Marine archaeology)

e) Blue Water trade

f) White Water Trade
Unit III: River Economy

(15 Lectures)

a) Trading centers and merchant guilds.

b) Trade and river system in Northern and central India.

C) Trade and river system in Deccan and South India.

Unit IV: Trade In Early Medieval Period

(15 Lectures)

a) Trade with South and South East Asia.

b) East Asian Trade

c) Early European Trade
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Semester III: Optional Paper: PGA.A2.42

Brief study of the Comparative Mythology of the World.

Aims and Objectives:
1. Study of Mythologies of world civilizations.
2. Understanding various classifications of myths.
3. Comparative analysis of Indian and other world mythologies.

Unit I: Introduction to World Mythology (10 lecs)
1. Introduction & Origin of the concept
2. Concept and Approaches for Comparative Mythology
   a. Linguistic
   b. Psychological
   c. Structural
   d. Historical and comparative
   e. Phylogenetical

Unit II: Creation and Regeneration Myths (20 lecs)
   a. Creation of Universe & Mankind
   b. Creative Sacrifice
   c. Regeneration and Resurrection
   d. Flood Myth

Unit III: Cult of Heros & Animals: (20 lecs)
   a. Mythical Heros across the globe
   b. Deities & Progenitors
   c. Broad category of animal & Hybrid animal myths across the globe

Unit IV: Space, Time and End of Times. (10 lecs)
   a. Mythological Sites & Spaces
   b. Concept of Time
c. End of Time and Eschatology

**CIA:** Test/Assignment
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